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The Speakers

Home Theater

Pop Quiz
Now that you have done your home theater
homework, here is a POP QUIZ (actually it is just a list
to get you thinking more about your own personal
cinema). Don’t worry it is multiple choice and there
are no wrong answers!

BDH Tip: Aim the front
speakers at the listener.
This may seem obvious,
but speakers that can be
angled for more directed
sound output will
perform better.

At one time large box speakers that dominated a room were the norm. In todayʼs interior friendly
home, theater speakers mounted in the walls or ceiling are the way to go. A typical home theater will
have a 5.1 speaker configuration. That means there are five satellite (left, center, right, right surround,
and left surround) speakers that provide the directional audio information, plus a large bass speaker,
(known as a subwoofer) for increased low frequency impact. It is highly desirable to have speakers that
are timbre matched, meaning they have very similar sonic characteristics and are usually all the same
brand. Systems with six or seven satellite speakers (adding a rear center or a pair of rear center
surrounds) and a subwoofer are also becoming more common. These are known as 6.1 and 7.1
systems, respectively. All of these configurations require the appropriate digital signal processing to
maximize their performance. That processing resides in the receiver.
Up next is the age old question of "Honey, how do I turn on the TV?"

1. What room do you want to use for your home theater?
a. Family room
c. Master bedroom

2. What do you want to sit on while you watch a movie?
a. Couch
c. Theater seats

b. Bean bag
d. Other _____________

3. What kind of screen do you want to watch?
a. Plasma on the wall
c. Movie screen

b. Rear projection
d. Other ______________

BDH Tip: Placing your home
theater equipment out of
sight makes it less distracting
during a movie, but you will
need a RF capable remote to
beam through the walls to
control it.

Remote controls – nothing is more convenient or confusing. A coffee table full of remotes, one for each
piece of gear, is intimidating, even to a professional installer! On the other hand, a programmable
remote that can communicate with all of your components is a blessing. These marriage savers can,
with the push of a single button, turn on and control everything needed to watch a DVD, listen to music,
or play a video game. Since your home theater is useless if you canʼt turn it on, be sure to set some
budget dollars aside for this important user interface.
Last, but not least is one of the categories you, as a homebuyer, need to consider first: the wires to
connect everything together.
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4. Where do you want your speakers installed?
a. In the ceiling
c. On a bookshelf
5. A receiver’s job is to?
b. Tune in the radio
d. All of the above

6. What is your favorite source of programming?
a. DVD player
c. Satellite TV

b. Cable TV
d. Other ______________

BDH Tip: Choose the best
connection available. Your
equipment will usually
have several different
input/output options; use
the highest quality ones that
are shared by each piece.

The best speakers and electronics in the world wonʼt do you any good until you hook them up. The
cables that connect each piece of equipment are just as important as the gear itself. Use name brand
interconnects to prevent unnecessary signal loss. Also, with the growing popularity of in-wall and
in-ceiling speakers for home theater, the speaker wire can be completely hidden from view. The best
time to do this is while your home is being built. At a bare minimum have your home prewired by
Beutler before it is completed. This opens opportunities for speaker locations that would be very costly
to consider after the home is built.

Home
Theater
from Beutler Digital Home

“Home Theater” has become one of the most frequently used terms when it comes to
entertainment in the household, but what does it really mean and how should you as a
homeowner go about making an educated purchase?
Home Theater Homework
Beutler Digital Home, the low voltage division of Beutler Corporation, has been involved in the installation of home
technology since 1962 and is the chosen trade partner of numerous homebuilders throughout Northern California. Over
the years, it has become apparent that the home theater owners who are most pleased with their systems are those who
have done their research. In other words, investing some time in home theater homework results in a better experience
for everyone.

7. When it comes to remote controls you feel?
a. The more the merrier b. Consolidation is best
c. Don’t need any
d. Other ______________
8. To you, connecting wires is?

The End?

a. Fun
c. Best left to experts

This brochure is intended to give you a starting point for your home theater buying. You will probably have many more
questions than could be covered in this piece and that is where Beutler Digital Home can help. We have done much of
the homework for you and are ready to guide you through the experience of designing a home theater you and your
family will enjoy for years to come.

b. Mind numbing, but bearable
d. Other ______________

Key Ingredients For

The Wire

b. In the wall
d. Other ______________

a. Switch between sources
c. Amplify the speakers
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The Remote

b. Bonus room
d. Other_____________

What Is Home Theater?
To start the process, it is important to agree on a definition of a home theater. Home theaters date back to the early days
of Hollywood when movie stars and directors incorporated private screening rooms into their homes for their own films.
This concept has spread over the years and is now easily achievable in most homes in America, especially if incorporated
during construction. But what makes up a home theater?
A home theater consists of several key ingredients that can be broken down into a few simple categories. The basics are:
the room to house it, the chairs to sit on, the picture to look at, the electronics for signal processing and amplification, the
source components that play media, the speakers to listen to, the remote to control it, and the wire to connect it all
together. When properly combined, these ingredients can bring all of the magic that is Monday night football, Friday
night at the movies, and everything in between into your home.
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Let’s look more closely at each piece and how they work together, starting with the biggest one, the room itself.

The Picture

BDH Tip: The more people
watching with you, the
larger your screen will
need to be. The size of your
audience will play a big
role in determining your
screen size.

Front Projection – When large image size is the goal, these screens are the way to go. Front
projection is usually accomplished with a two piece system consisting of a screen at the front of the
room and a projector further back in the room. The projector beams the image across the room and is
typically mounted to the ceiling or at tabletop level. While the 16:9 or 4:3 image created can be well
over 100 inches, special consideration must be taken with the light level in the room.
Rear Projection – These screens are what most people think of as big screen TVs. They use a variety
of methods to generate an image that is then projected onto the back of a large screen. Typically
screen size goes from 43 up to 65 inches and most are now 16:9 screens.
Flat Screens – These screens have recently been introduced to the market and have been met with
great popularity. Flat screens can be either a plasma screen or a liquid crystal display (LCD). Both
screens have their advantages, but share the ability to be mounted virtually flat on a wall, providing
images in previously unavailable locations. For home theater purposes, these screens are usually
16:9 screens that are 42 to 60 inches diagonally.
Now that you have some video info, you should discuss your options with your chosen home theater
provider. Next, let's move up the signal path to the electronic heart of your theater, the receiver.
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The Room

BDH Tip: If possible choose
a room with only one
entrance, preferably at the
“back” of the theater, this
will minimize foot traffic
and interruptions.

The “right” room for a home theater can be almost any room in the home; bonus room, family room,
or spare bedroom, take your pick. The ideal space will be a closed room that is rectangular shaped,
have few windows or doors, and have the ability to symmetrically place the video image, the
speakers, and the audience within it. Picture your local movie house, but scaled down. Unlike the
local mega-plex movie theater, people need to live in this home, so considerations for equipment
location need to be taken into account during the design process. In-wall and in-ceiling speakers
locations can address many concerns (more on this later). Accoustic treatments in the room will also
help control sonic reflections and improve fidelity.

BDH Tip: Buy a receiver
with more inputs than
you will initially need.
Running out of places to
plug in new gear may
necessitate premature
upgrades.

Sufﬁce it to say that the room in which the theater is installed will have a major impact on the products
selected, the systemʼs performance, and its ability to immerse you in your chosen entertainment. Now
that you have a home for your home theater, youʼll need some furniture to fill it up.
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BDH Tip: If possible keep
your seating a few feet
away from any walls, the
bass builds up there and
may drown out dialog.

Ok, so youʼre seated in your theater, but what are you going to look at...?
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The Picture

BDH Tip: Follow the path
of highest resolution.
Even if you haven’t opted
for HDTV yet, a set that
can display all the
necessary pixels will look
better with any source
than a non-HD set.

According to the Consumer Electronics Association (CEA) a home theater has a TV set with a
diagonal screen size of at least 25 inches. This would be a bare minimum and might work for a
college dorm room. But the number of audience members and their distance from the screen will have
more to do with the appropriate screen size than any definition. The advent of improved image quality
available from todayʼs screens means bigger more powerful images can grace your home and provide
neighborhood bragging rights. These screens come in basically four varieties: tube or direct view, rear
projection, front projection, and flat screens.
Direct View – These are the TVs most of us grew up with and are based on a cathode ray tube (CRT)
to generate the image. These are available in 27 to 40 inch sizes and in either a traditional 4:3 or 16:9
widescreen aspect ratio (the shape of the screen as a comparison of width to height).

If there is one piece of gear that everything else in the home theater shares in common, it is the
receiver. A receiver is a combination of several components; it incorporates the surround sound
processor for multiple audio formats, the switching circuitry for audio and video sources, the AM/FM
tuner, and the amplifier for the speakers. Some high-end enthusiasts prefer to keep these products
separate from one another, but this increases cost and space requirements. Your receiver will give you
the ability to select what you want to watch or listen to, will take the incoming signal and direct it to
the appropriate speakers, and amplify the signals for playback – all in one box!
The products discussed so far are all key pieces of the home theater puzzle, but they canʼt do much
until you give them something to play.
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The Sources

Whether you want to watch a video tape, a DVD, or high definition TV you will need source
components. Different sources have different capabilities and quality.

The Chair

Since standing for two or more hours during a movie is out of the question, you will need somewhere
to rest your bones. A good sofa or love seat can work in a home theater, but the ideal situation is
purpose-built home theater seating. These chairs are engineered to offer the best sight lines (even
when reclined), be comfortable, but not too comfortable (you need to be awake to watch a movie), not
block the sound from the surround speakers, and best of all, they have built-in cup holders.

The Receiver

BDH Tip: Garbage in
means garbage out – not
all sources are created
equal! For the best
experience, choose source
equipment that is on par
with the rest of your
system.

VHS VCR – This source provides an interlaced picture (delivering the picture as even and odd lines
and showing one set, then the other) and at best, Dolby® Pro Logic® surround sound, which has four
“matrixed” channels of audio: left, center, right, and mono surround.
DVD Players – One of the most quickly accepted consumer electronics formats offers a picture and
audio quality improvement. The picture can be either interlaced or progressive (showing all the lines
sequentially on a compatible display device), and the sound can be in a number of different formats.
The current digital sound formats can be 5.1 as in the case of Dolby Digital™ and DTS®, or an
extension of either, Dolby Digital™ EX or DTS® ES, that add additional surround channels. More
options are sure to evolve.
DVR Digital Video Recorder (a.k.a. PVR or TiVo®) – Once you have one, you will wonder how you
lived without it. Like a union between a computer, a cable box, and a VCR, the DVR records programs
selected from a menu on to a hard drive. This means you wonʼt miss a single episode of your favorite
show. You can also pause live TV or record multiple programs at the same time. The playback is
identical to the broadcast of the program, offering the same video and audio capabilities. DVRs are also
becoming more common for HDTV programming, but this option fills up the hard drive faster.
HDTV – High Definition Television helps to fulfill the promise of more realistic picture and sound
through broadcast. The images can be better than those of DVD and the digital sound can be
reproduced in a number of formats. HDTV requires a tuner that may be either built into the TV or a
stand alone box, and the signal can be received through a satellite system with a dish, over the air with
an antenna, or possibly through cable television.
If everything is going right, you should now be able to play a source, see a picture, and switch between
it all, but that is only half the story. So listen up as we discuss speakers.

Bring the movie theater
experience

home for the family.

